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HUMANITARIAN PAROLE APPLICATION CHECKLIST FOR AFGHANS 

(8/22/2021) 

1. G-28

2. G-1145

3. I-131 (“EXPEDITE REQUEST” on top right corner of the application in black ink)

4. Beneficiary’s photo I.D. (Passport or Tazkira, best to include English Translation if

possible) 

5. Beneficiary’s two (2) Passport Style Photos (Client can take a photo w/ phone & email)

6. Sponsor’s evidence of USC or immigration status (US birth cert. or passport, LPR, or

visa) 

7. Statement:

a. Description of humanitarian crisis

b. Request to Expedite

c. Info re how much “parole time” needed in the US

• Possible Reasons:

o Sufficient time for processing asylum application (and include printout of

average processing times)

o Until visa numbers are current for beneficiary’s preference category w/

understanding that HP will need to be renewed annually (include current

visa bulletin)

d. Explain why visa cannot be obtained

e. If applicable, why waiver for inadmissibility cannot be obtained

8. Any evidence supporting basis for request (military records, employment letters,

documents that evidence vulnerable status)

9. Any documents related to nonimmigrant or immigrant petitions or applications filed or

approved 

10. I-134 from petitioner/sponsor:

a. Evidence of USC or LPR status

b. 2020 tax return or transcript with W2/1099

c. Pay stub or employment letter

d. Bank account statement (best to cover 3 months)

11. $575 fee, OR I-912 with supporting docs

a. File I-131 applications for each family member with a single fee or a fee waiver,

and a fee waiver request for family members.

b. Form I-134 from Sponsor that details the specific support to be provided (housing,

food, etc. demonstrating sufficient financial aid for the entire family)

12. Bright colored paper on top of the application “AFGHAN EXPEDITE REQUEST”
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